
The Princelings and the Pirates 

Principal Characters 

Fred and George: The Princelings of the East, staying at Castle Buckmore and working on their 

Philosophy and Engineering interests 

Victor: barkeeper of the Inn of the Seventh Happiness, studying to improve his job prospects 

Prince Lupin of Castle Buckmore: a prince with a problem 

Baden: Lupin’s steward 

Vladimir: Fred and George’s uncle, and steward of Castle Marsh 

Lord Smallweed:  second in line at Castle Vexstein, and practising his influence 

Bailey: a journeyman at Buckmore, responsible and knowledgeable but not yet fully qualified.  Acts 

as messenger quite often. 

Harry Senior: the sommelier (wine expert) at Buckmore 

Young Harry: a young person learning the trades of Buckmore, often sent on errands.  Harry Senior’s 

son. 

Princess Kira: second daughter of King Helier of Dimerie, and a spunky young lady, not afraid of hard 

work.  Not afraid of much at all, in fact. 

Princess Nerys: first daughter of King Helier of Dimerie.  Kind and helpful, and ready to do her duty. 

Miles and Morris: Nerys & Kira’s older brothers, Princes of Dimerie. 

Frankie: a pirate on the Golden Guinea, likely to tell people what to do 

Captain Starling: Captain of the Golden Guinea.  Given to wearing a large hat 

Pippin: a small pirate with a handkerchief on his head for stylistic reasons. Helmsman of the Golden 

Guinea. 

Captain ‘Feathers’ McGraw, aka King Ludo of Marsh aka the Pirate King.  Says it all, really.  Oh, his 

ship is the Meerschweinchen or the Mare Swine.  Wonder why he got a ship with a German name.  

Maybe it’s Dutch? 

Rum: red-headed pirate on the Mare Swine with a black eye patch.  Quite helpful really. 

Arthur: princeling of Humber with big ideas about himself 

Theo: princeling of Wold with a rather clearer view of his status in life 

FGP: secretary and general factotum to Uncle Vlad 

Sundance: a person of mystery, generally thought to be in the Secret Service 

King Lynn, Prince Hunston and Monty: King, Crown Prince and Steward of Castle Wash respectively 

Robert: a major in the Western Marches army, in charge of the 25th Rifle Company, among others. 

Brother of Baden. 

Haggis, Neeps, Baker and Chad: half the soldiers of the 25th Rifle Company 

 


